HOW TO BUILD A
RAISED PLANT
TROUGH
A step by step building tutorial

BY A HOPEFUL HOME

When the lockdown started I needed
something to keep me busy,
It was the start of spring and we needed more space to grow
vegetables. The only place where we could build raised beds would
be on top of the grass in front of our cottage and since we don't own
this cottage we didn't want to ruin the grass in the garden. We
decided that a raised plant trough would be the best option.

When searching for a wooden raised plant trough on Google, the
prices usually quickly go to 30 pounds or more. After searching online
and being dissatisfied with the prices I found, I challenged myself not
to pay any money for it. I decided to recycle wood that we had lying
around on the terrain and used the raised plant trough that we did
already have, as a guideline.

I want you to be able to build your dream garden without breaking
the bank. So by building your own plant trough, whether it be from
bought or recycled wood, I hope this building tutorial helps you to do
that.

Jenna,
a Hopeful Home
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Let's get started
In order to make this raised plant trough you will need:
- Screws (I'm afraid I can't tell you which sizes I used, since I
used all sorts of sizes because we were running out of screws.
Just make sure to have a couple of different sizes ready to go
and adjust accordingly)
- A drill
- A saw (I just used a handsaw)
- Wood

Now in order to explain which sizes of planks you will need, I will
go through the different parts you will need for the plant trough
and mention the measurements of the planks that I used. With
the measurements, keep in mind that I used recycled wood. The
measurements of the planks I used might be different than the
planks you are able to buy or even have lying around. As long as
you adjust the building tutorial accordingly, you will still be able
to build a properly functioning plant trough!

Please do get in touch if you struggle to sort it out. Contact me
either in the comments of the blog post about the plant trough
here or e-mail contact@hopefulhome.co.uk
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You'll need 2 x part 1 (the long sides):

B1

A1
A2
A3

B2

The tree horizontal planks (A1, A2, A3) are 100x9,5x3,6 cm.
The two vertical planks (B1, B2) are 25x5x2,5 cm.
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You'll need 2 x part 2 (the short sides):

D2

C1
D1

C2
C3

The tree horizontal planks (C1, C2, C3) are 45,5x9,5x3,6 cm.
The two vertical planks (D1, D2) are 25x5x2,5 cm.
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You'll need 1 x part 3 (the bottom):

E1, E2
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

The two horizontal planks (E1, E2) are 92x5x2,5 cm.
As you can see, the vertical planks differ slightly in size. They are all
45,5 cm long and 2,5 cm in height, but the width differed slightly.
The two outer planks (F1, F6) are 10 cm in width, while the middle four
(F2, F3, F4, F5) are 14 cm in width. The difference doesn't really
matter, as long as you manage to divide the planks slightly. This is in
order for water to be able to drain through the bottom of the plant
trough.
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You'll need 4 x part 4 (the legs):

G1

H1

Each leg consists of two planks. Plank 1 (G1) is 60x5x2,5 cm.
Plank 2 (H1) is 60x9,5x3,6 cm.
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When sawing the planks, it may be helpful to sort them in groups.
Each 'part' (see previous pictures) represents a group. As you are
sawing the planks and putting them in the groups, it helps to tick the
finished planks off on a checklist. Use the following checklist to do
this.

Checklist planks:
I HAVE SAWN THE
FOLLOWING PLANKS:

A1, A2, A3 (x2)
B1, B2 (x2)
C1, C2, C3 (x2)
D1, D2 (x2)

E1, E2
F1, F2, F3, F4, F5,
F6
G1 (x4)
H1 (x4)
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Assembling the first three parts:
After having sawn and sorted the planks it is time to assemble them.
If you are planning to sand or clean the planks at all, now is the time!

Drill hole and put screw in

3,6 cm
Drill hole and put screw in

Drill hole and put screw in

Prepare

part 1 (x2) by alligning A1, A2, A3 horizontally and by putting

B1 and B2 on top on the left and right end as shown in the picture. (If
there is any unclarity here, go back to page 3 for the picture of part 1
there). You want the top of B1 and B2 to be alligned with the top of
A1. You also want to keep 3,6 cm between B1, B2 and the left and
right end of A1, A2 and A3 (see picture). By keeping this distance,
you make sure that part 2 will slot in perfectly when fully assembling
the plant trough. Before securing B1 and B2 with screws on the
places shown in the picture, make sure to drill holes in B1 and B2 first.
This will avoid the wood splitting when putting the screw in.
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Prepare

part 2 (x2) by alligning C1, C2, C3 horizontally and by

putting D1 and D2 on top on the left and right end as shown in the
picture. You want the top of D1 and D2 to be alligned with the top of
C1. This time you will want to keep

2,5 cm between D1, D2 and the

left and right end of C1, C2 and C3 (see picture above and the
picture in previous page for explanation). By keeping this distance,
you make sure that part 1 will slot in perfectly when fully assembling
the plant trough. Before securing D1 and D2 with screws on the
places shown in the picture (again see picture previous page for a
close up example), make sure to drill holes in D1 and D2 first. This
will avoid the wood splitting when putting the screw in.
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Prepare

part 3 by alligning E1 and E2 horizontally and by putting F1,

F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 on top. Make sure to leave a bit of a distance
between each vertical plank. You will want the bottoms and tops of
the F planks to allign neatly with the top of E1 and bottom of E2 (see
picture for example). If you aren't careful with this, the bottom might
not fit! Once you are satisfied with the positioning of the planks, it's
time to drill again.
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It is now time to put part 1, part 2 and part 3 together. It might be
handy to have someone to help you here. I made sure to first
assemble part 1 (x2) and part 2 (x2) on a table like this and then
slotted part 3 in. Once it is all slotted in, it is time to drill holes and
screw them together! I personally found it useful to assemble part 1,
2 and 3 on the table, but then carefully moved the whole assembly
to the floor with the help of my husband. It gave easier access and it
was easier to drill and screw this way.
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TOP

BOTTOM

At this point you kind of have free reign as to where to put screws in.
You just really want to make sure that everything feels sturdy and
secure to you. The picture above shows you where I put screws in, in
each corner of the long sides (so the part 1 sides). But I did end up
adding a couple of extra screws in, here and there to make sure that
it was definitely secure.
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Assembling part 4 (the legs):
BOTTOM

Drill hole and put screw in

TOP

It is now time to attach part 4 (x4) also known as the legs! Work your
way through each corner by first attaching the G1 plank as shown in
the picture and then the H1 plank. See the picture on next page for a
bit more clarification regarding the positioning of G1 and H1 (the
picture provides a top view of the legs).
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And voila!
There you have it! You have built your very own raised plant trough.
Before you start filling your raised plant trough with soil and/or
compost, make sure to line the trough with a garden bed liner (I
ordered mine here and I'm very happy with it!).

I hope that my building tutorial was of help to you and above all that
you have enjoyed the process. I sure did! If you decide to share this
tutorial (or parts of it) with someone, please make sure to mention it's
source. I would very much appreciate that.

Also, I would love to hear how it went for you. You can let me know in
any of the following places:

http://instagram.com/ahopefulhomebyjenna

http://facebook.com/ahopefulhomebyjenna

http://pinterest.com/ahopefulhome

OR

www.hopefulhome.co.uk
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